Low-profile

Improved Intercoolers

For Ingersoll-Rand XLE compressors

Features & Benefits

In stock for every size XLE
• Immediate delivery to reduce downtime

Low-profile fin tubes replacing original fin style core
• There are no fins to break or damage intercooler or components in the high pressure cylinder

Innovative tube layout
• Easier to clean and field repairable

Cooler are inspected for tube sheet flatness, dimensional accuracy and pressure tested
• Our attention to detail assures long, dependable service

Special, one piece tube support and air separator
• Our attention to detail assures long, dependable service

CECO’s low-profile intercoolers have delivered superior results!

Our satisfied customers report that the CECO engineered and built replacement intercooler for their Ingersoll-Rand XLE compressor is actually superior to the original! The low-profile tube design contains more fins for higher performance and is easier to clean.

High performance - easy to clean!

Delivering superior products and services to the gas transmission, gas processing & petrochemical industries since 1964.